How Livewire Helped Envera Spruce
Up Their Space and Reduce Chatter

When Envera Health moved their call center to a lofty, open space on Tobacco Row, they
found themselves talking over each other. Here’s how Livewire turned down the noise to a
healthy level while turning up the tech features in the space.

About Envera
Patient engagement is of utmost importance in the world of healthcare. When a patient
is engaged with their care and confident in their providers, outcomes improve. Envera
Health knows that, which is why they work with providers to improve access and create
personalized care. Through CRM and call center technology, Envera Health partners with
health systems to improve the customer experience. By utilizing an advanced engagement
center and embracing a unique 360 degree view of the customer, they offer a complete
continuum of managed services and hands-on solutions – each custom tailored to meet
their clients where they need them most.

About the Space
“Last year, Envera decided to make the move from the suburbs of Richmond
to downtown. They chose a space on the James River in Shockoe Bottom. The
building was once a Tobacco Warehouse and is part of a number of brick
buildings that make up Tobacco Row. “
They kept the warehouse feel with high ceilings, open space, and exposed beams, but
added some sophistication with modern furnishings, bright colors, and plenty of tech.
There’s a call center side that houses the IT equipment, meeting rooms and offices, and a
front area to welcome visitors.

The Challenge
The biggest challenge they had was with sound. When your office space is open concept
and you run a call center, it can get pretty loud. Sound travels fast and high ceilings create
an echo effect. The space also had a number of client facing needs.
“Clients come in to see the call center and talk to the engineering staff to check out the
operations or discuss custom development needs.” - Robert Johnson, Team Lead – IT
Network Administration
For client visits, they needed something welcoming and informative for the front entrance.
They also needed technology throughout the space for various presentation and
connection needs.

Making Their Space Frictionless
At Livewire, our goal is to remove friction and simplify using technology - no matter what
it is. For Envera, that meant installing a pink noise system to cut down on the noise traffic.
Our technicians paid special attention to the quirks of the building and hung speakers at
certain heights to get the right sound.
To address their front entrance needs, we installed three 90 inch displays for signage and
video that showcases the company and its services.
“It looks good, and people like it when they come in,” says Robert.
We also installed displays in some of the offices that tie back into a video distribution
system using a ScreenBeam. The ScreenBeam allows you to connect Windows, Android and
Apple devices to room displays for easy content sharing without apps or cables.
“You can talk to the device and it will come up wirelessly on the display. I love the Control4
system! You can control it from a cell phone. If someone says, ‘Hey, we need this presentation
on screen one now’, it’s all controlled from my phone. The ease of control is what I like the
best about it.” - Robert Johnson

